In a concurrent logic language, mapping from the objects in a programmer's mind to actual processes and messages often results in less-than-optimum performance. One reason for this is that an incorrect prediction of the dynamic behavior and the resulting irrelevant mapping make the execution threads short and thus result in frequent suspensions. Also, good performance may be less important than the ease of writing and reading programs. Although in typical language processing systems for a concurrent logic language, shorter execution threads are likely to cause ineciency, only few attempts extend the thread length by improving the scheduling policy of processing systems.
Introduction
When a programmer writes a program in a concurrent logic language, he/she is faced with making the important choice of which of the objects in his/her mind are to be mapped to processes and which should be mapped to messages. Thus, user programs often employ an object-oriented programming style, where a series of messages are sent to a perpetual process [8, 9] . We call this the message-oriented programming style.
However, a programmer's choice may result in poor performance, the reasons perhaps being that the mapping of objects to processes and messages is poorly suited to the execution environment, that is, the programmer's prediction of the dynamic behavior of his/her program is wrong, or achieving ease of writing and reading programs degrades eciency. In general, since language processing systems for concurrent logic languages (the Monaco system [10] , the PIM system [7] and the KLIC system [1] and others [12, 2, 5] ) assume that, during execution many shorter threads, resulting from suspension, are the most likely cause of ineciency. Therefore, the above systems have attempted to reduce the switching overhead incurred by suspension and resumption. On the other hand, only few attempts extend the thread length for message-oriented programs by improving the scheduling policy of processing systems [11] .
We are proposing a new method where, in the rewriting of a source program, the roles of processes and messages are exchanged to improve the eciency. As a result, despite no modications being made at the language processing system level, our method can yield the same eect as improving the scheduling policy. Since processes and messages in a concurrent logic language work in the same way as a data container, it is possible to transform processes to messages, and vice versa. Hence, we can say that processes and messages are dual to each other. Furthermore, the notion of process-message duality provides us not only with eciency improvement, but also enables new programming methodologies, that allow meta-programming without the need for meta-language facilities. Section 2 of this paper discusses the notion of duality of processes and messages in the concurrent logic language, FGHC. Section 3 presents the procedure of transformation to a dual program. Section 4 shows some actual applications of the transformation to eciency improvement and new programming methodologies. Section 5 concludes this paper.
Duality in a Concurrent Logic Language

Message-Oriented Programs and Process-Oriented Programs
When a programmer writes a program in a concurrent logic language, he/she has to use the notion of messages and processes. To discuss the meanings and roles of messages and processes, we rst dene a message-oriented program and a process-oriented program. These two types of programs are distinguished by the way in which they initiate their execution: message sending or predicate invocation.
Message-Oriented Program: A sequence of messages is sent to a perpetual process. Upon receiving it, the process is activated and updates its internal state, and may send newly created messages to other perpetual processes. After that, the process returns to the suspended state [8, 9] . Figure 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the behavior of a simple message-oriented program. In this gure, the shaded ovals represent suspended processes, Process-Oriented Program: A predicate is invoked to process the bulk of the data. As the predicate is being executed, it may invoke other predicates to process data, and may create new data. If the previous example is rewritten in a process-oriented manner (Figure 2 ), predicates may be suspended less frequently, because enough data may already exist to execute process m. In this gure, the rounded rectangles represent the data lists to In message-oriented programs, we can think of messages as being active entities, with the processes waiting to be fed the messages. On the other hand, in process-oriented programs, the processes are active entities, that take in and process the data.
Duality of Messages and Processes
Before discussing the duality of processes and messages, we will rst describe the execution of predicates by examining a sample program ( Figure 3) . We use FGHC, a concurrent logic language, in the following discussion.
At rst, we look into how execution proceeds until predicate p commits. During the execution of the body of top, the message [m|n] is generated by active unication with variable Mi (%a), and predicate p is called (%b). in Figure 3 ).
The data M, which is carried by a message container [ | ] (extracted at %2 in Figure 3 ).
At this point, we may exchange the carriers of the information (ST and M), thus obtaining the program shown in Figure 4 . In this transformation, data structure [ | ] is read as cons( , ). The commented numbers in this Figure 3 . In Figure 4 , cons initiates the calculation and carries m as its process state (%a'), while p acts as a message container and brings st as the message contents (%b'). Correspondingly, the predicate callee and the message decomposer should be transformed (%1', %2'). Note that it makes no dierence whether the body execution of predicate p is initiated by a message or by a predicate call, but the body execution could possibly be transformed in a similar way (%4, %5 Active Unication Passive Unication
The next section discusses the details of these transformation rules.
3 Transformation to Dual Programs
Streams
A stream is the basic and useful data structure used by a concurrent logic language. We dene a stream in an FGHC program as follows:
A stream has a tree structure (no loops and no node sharing). Each node may have a distinct label (functor symbol). All nodes are single-referenced by their parent nodes. This means that there are no external references to the intermediate nodes of a tree.
We then have two kinds of streams; one where all nodes consist of messages and another where all nodes are processes. In a message stream (a stream consisting of messages), a predecessor directly references its successors. In a process stream, each reference is represented by a variable, shared by a predecessor and its successor.
The following two program examples show a message stream (ms) and a process stream (ps), respectively. Note that these two streams have an identical structure.
In the denition of ms, variables R1, R2 and N refer to the successor nodes. On the other hand, in the denition of ps, each stream node, which is realized by a process, shares variables R1, R2 and N with the successor nodes; there are always two references to the shared variables.
Restricted FGHC Program
To mechanically transform FGHC programs to dual ones, rst, the programs must be translated into a normal form. Here, normal form means that the following restrictions are applied: (1) There are no nested structures; that is, the entire data structure is expressed in a at form by using`='. Consequently, at the top level of arguments of literals and function symbols, only variables and atoms occur. (2) Passive unication for one level of a structure is performed in a clause. (3) A predicate which is target of the transformation has, at most, one stream input. (4) Variables, which are bound to the stream structure, are treated in a one-writer, one-reader manner. (5) A reader process must read every created stream structure. Here, stream refers not only the message stream but also the process stream.
Restrictions (1) (2) can be textually (statically) checked but, in general, the precise checking of restrictions (3) (5) is dicult to realize textually. The aliasing, modes, types, size and cost analyses enabled by abstract interpretation can be used for the checking [3] . We intend to pursue this in the future. Restriction (5) is necessary to avoid deadlock of the transformed program. An example concerning the duality between unread data and deadlock processes will be presented in Section 4.2. The following is an example of a restricted FGHC program. Also, the program segments for the stream representation (ms, ps) in the previous section are written in restricted FGHC.
Many practical FGHC programs can be translated into restricted ones. Even if a predicate has more than one input stream, it is not necessary to transform all of these. Instead, you can select only the most appropriate stream for transformation. We shall use this method in Section 4.1.2. But, once an input stream has been selected, all the possible generators and consumers of the stream must be transformed. As a result, it may become necessary to transform more than one input stream simultaneously. In other cases, an input stream variable may be used for more than one level of passive unication.
In both cases, to realize (2) and (3) To achieve (4) , we may duplicate an active unication, provided the meaning does not change. Suppose that the following program is given:
h :-true | X=p, q(X), r(X).
Variable X has multiple references: one writer and two readers. Then, we can rewrite this without changing its meaning:
Moreover, we may introduce some syntactic support to encourage a onewriter one-reader manner [4, 5] . However, the duplication and syntactic support do not cover all the cases needed to satisfy restriction (4) (Section 4.2).
You will notice that there are some kinds of programs which cannot be translated into restricted FGHC. Such programs include non-deterministic predicates, such as merger. Therefore, dual merger does not exist in our current framework. We will discuss this facet in a forthcoming paper.
The Transformation Procedure
This section presents the procedure for transforming a restricted FGHC program to a dual one, using the sample programs shown in Figure 5 . In the The rst step of transformation is to determine the stream variable at the top level that connects a stream generator and a stream consumer. In this case, the variable is S at %a1 or %b1.
The second step is to determine the variable used for stream generation within a stream generator. Here, this is the second argument of the stream generator, So. Next, if So is bound to a message stream (%a2, %a3), these active unications are transformed to process invocations (%b2, %b3). Otherwise, the inverse transformation (from process invocation to active unication) is performed. Here, it is sucient to take only the body part into account.
The third step is to correspondingly transform the consumer program. In the guard part, the left-and right-hand sides of the neck operator (`:-') are exchanged with respect to the variable for stream input (Si). Thus, the correspondence of the lines in Figure 5 is: %a4$%b5, %a5$%b4, %a7$%b8, %a8$%b7. At the same time, the form of message decomposition is rewritten into the form of the process callee (e.g. %a5!%b4) and vice versa. Finally, in the body part, the invocation of a stream consumer is transformed: %a1$%b1, %a6$%b6.
Note that, since a restricted FGHC program after transformation still belongs to restricted FGHC, the transformed program can also be transformed to a dual program. By applying the above transformation procedure, a dual dual program, which is identical to the original, is produced.
Applications
Performance Improvement Obtained By Applying Duality
This section highlights the eciency improvement gained by the transformation to a dual program, taking two programs as examples: a binary tree search program and (the kernel part of) a life-game program. All timings are measured using one processing element of the PIM/p system [7, 6] and the KLIC system[1] (Version 1.010, running on a SparcStation 10/30). The PIM/p system is a parallel inference machine developed by ICOT. It employs tagged architecture and shared memories. User programs in KL1 are compiled into its RISC-like native instruction set. The KLIC system is a KL1 implementation for UNIX systems, which has already been ported onto several commercial UNIX systems. First, the KLIC system compiles user programs written in KL1 into C programs. Next, the system compiles the C code and links the object code with the KLIC runtime libraries. We recognized from our experiments that certain types of programs run faster if they are rst transformed. Currently, the transformation is done by hand. We think that it will be practical to formalize and automate the transformation procedure that is informally presented in Section 3.3. However, while we also consider it also feasible to determine all the stream variables (i.e. all the points that can be rewritten), it may prove dicult to determine to which stream variables the duality transformation should be applied to improve the program performance. At present, we believe that using a user's preferences will provide a practical solution to this problem.
Binary Tree Search
Program Description: A binary tree search program [11] represents tree nodes by using the 5-ary predicate which receives the search and update messages for searching for a specied key, and for updating the value for a specied key (Figure 6 ). We say that the tree is represented by process In general, the stream carrier, 2-ary cons, is used only for pointing to the subsequent message carrier. If the message itself can point to the next message, such as search(K,V,Cs), the stream carrier, 2-ary cons, can be omitted. We call this representation of a stream the functor stream. The functor stream is more ecient than the list stream, since the functor stream requires fewer unication operations. We measured the performance of dual programs in terms of both streams. In this example, we prepare two types of message generators. When the rst sends a message, it does not check whether the previous message has already been processed. Therefore, we call this the no-wait generator. The second defers the sending of a new message until all previously sent search messages have been processed. The second message generator is called the acknowledge-wait generator.
Duality Transformation: Prior to being transformed to its dual program, rst, the source program is translated into restricted FGHC. Thus, all list cells are explicitly treated as the 2-ary cons functor, after which we obtain the 3-argument cons predicate. Figure 7 shows the transformed program. Each clause in Figure 6 is numbered by comments %1%10, the same-numbered comments in Figure 7 indicating the corresponding clauses. The transformed program uses the 4-ary functor symbol, nt, to represent a tree node (functor tree), the 2 arguments of nt being used to hold the key and the value. The remaining 2 arguments are used to point to the left and right branches of the tree node. This dual representation of the binary tree is also straightforward and easy to understand. Measured Results: All update and search messages are generated by the message generator. It sends, to the binary tree, 5000 update messages with randomly generated keys. It then sends 5000 search messages, having the same key sequence as the update messages. that the generator and binary-tree processes operate like coroutines; each message is generated, then consumed, one after the other. But, since the no-wait generator generates all the messages before the binary-tree processes accept the rst message, no suspension occurs. Therefore, the performance of both programs deviates only slightly (for the PIM/p system) or degraded about 30 % (for the KLIC system). The main reason of this performance degradation in the KLIC system is the execution overhead of functor processing in the KLIC system. Without suitable process-priority control, many generators in actual programs may run as no-wait generators. If the list stream of the original program is converted to a functor stream, the performance of the both systems improves. For the acknowledge-wait generator, the performance of the original program is degraded signicantly, since every search message incurs a suspension/resumption overhead. However, the transformed program is never suspended at all. As a result, the performance is up to 3.1 times faster on the KLIC system, and twice as fast on the PIM/p system.
Life-Game Program
Program Description: Figure 8 shows the kernel part of a life-game simulation program. In this program, the processes construct a mesh network where each node process is connected to its upper, lower, left-and righthand neighbors. Each node process awaits messages from its neighbors. Once a node receives four messages, i.e. one from each neighbor, the node sends a new message back to those neighbors, then enters a new generation. Therefore, no node process can continuously run for two reductions without suspension. In an actual life-game program, each node is connected to eight neighbors and also computes the next state, but this example omits the state calculation for simplication. Figure 8 shows the kernel part of the life-game program. The transformed program is shown in Figure 9 . (Table 2) show that, in both systems, the transformed programs are always faster than the originals. As in the previous We have seen how processes in a source program correspond to messages in its dual program. And, processes in a source program are treated as rstclass objects in its dual program. Therefore, our transformation may provide a means for meta-control in concurrent logic languages. This section presents how to describe continuation based on duality in FGHC, as an example of meta-control. Further, we have prototyped the migration of FGHC processes based on the notion of the process-message duality. However, because of space limitations, we must skip the subject of migration.
Continuation:
Consider the sample program shown in Figure 10 . This program searches for a given value in a binary tree in a depth-rst manner. The result from the left tree is provided to the right tree via the third argument of search and the rst argument of search1 (CPs). search1 relays the message found or not found. The result determines whether the program has located the right tree. Note that the data structure bound to CPs is a process stream whose length is equal to the depth of the tree. Since this program is a restricted FGHC program, we can transform the program with respect to the variables CP and CPs (Figure 11 ). Then, after the transformation, each clause has a maximum of one body predicate. Hence, we may say that the transformed program presents its intrinsic sequentiality more explicitly, and runs eciently from an implementation point of view. In Figure 11 , the data structure occurring at the third argument of search has the following form (called search1-chain):
CP=search1(K,T1,CP'),CP'=search1(K,T1',CP''),...,CP' ::: '=cont(Args)
The function symbol search1 can be regarded as being the future execution after searching the left tree, and the chain of the terms, search1-chain, in a heap explicitly designates the possible execution order. Here, we say that the transformed program is of the continuation-passing style (CPS).
When a leaf whose value is equal to a given key is found, the predicate found is invoked, and traverses the search1-chain. Finally, the traverse reaches cont, after which control is passed to the next computation found proc. However, considering the behavior of this program, it is not ecient to traverse every search1 of the chain once the target leaf has been found. Thus, more ecient execution can be realized by invoking the found proc predicate directly (Figure 12 ). In the program shown in Figure 12 , the number of arguments of search is increased from three to four; the extra argument holds the continuation to be executed immediately upon found is being invoked. By performing a transformation with respect to the Consider the program obtained by the duality-transformation of the program in Figure 12 . Prior to the transformation, the goal in the gure must be normalized by the duplication method, as follows:
?-search(Key,T,Res1,Res2),Res1=cont(Args),Res2=cont(Args).
Subsequently the transformation with respect to Res1 and Res2 seems applicable. However, as you have probably noticed, the normalized program does not satisfy restriction (5) in Section3.2, since the normalized program discards the search1-chain without reading it. If we ignore restriction (5) , unprocessed data (garbage data) in the program will be transformed to unexecuted processes (deadlock processes) from the duality point of view.
Conclusion
We have proposed a new transformation method for concurrent logic languages. The method enables transformation between message-oriented programs and process-oriented programs. By examining predicate invocation and message sending/receiving processes in a concurrent logic language, we have claried the notion of the duality of processes and messages. Our method does not change the algorithm of a program, instead changing the data carriers (process to message and vice versa). With our method, a programmer can write programs as he or she desires, then transform them to more ecient (dual) ones. That is, to some extent, our method can free programmers from considering their programs' dynamic behavior and performance. We have evaluated the performance improvement gained by the use of our method on two systems, the KLIC system and the PIM/p system, both of which were developed at ICOT. For the benchmark programs referenced in this paper, the duality transformation achieves a threefold maximum speedup.
Furthermore, our method not only increases the choices available during programming and improves performance, but also enables us to express control as a rst-class object. Hence, meta-programming based on duality is becomes possible. As an example, continuation can be described in FGHC without meta-language facilities.
Consequently, the duality of messages and processes in concurrent logic languages enriches our programming techniques and methodologies, and also contributes to performance improvement.
